STAT3 accelerates uterine epithelial regeneration in a mouse model of decellularized uterine matrix transplantation
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Although a close connection between uterine regeneration and successful pregnancy in both humans and mice has been consistently observed, its molecular basis remains unclear. We here established a mouse model of decellularized uterine matrix (DUM) transplantation. Resected mouse uteri were processed with SDS to make DUMs without any intact cells. DUMs were transplanted into the mouse uteri with artificially induced defects, and all the uterine layers were recovered at the DUM transplantation sites within a month. In the regenerated uteri, normal hormone responsiveness in early pregnancy was observed, suggesting the regeneration of functional uterini. Uterine epithelial cells rapidly migrated and formed a normal uterine epithelial layer within a week, indicating a robust epithelial-regenerating capacity. Stromal and myometrial regeneration occurred following epithelial regeneration. In ovariectomized mice, uterine regeneration of the DUM transplantation was similarly observed, suggesting that ovarian hormones are not essential for this regeneration process. Importantly, the regenerating epithelium around the DUM demonstrated heightened STAT3 phosphorylation and cell proliferation, which was suppressed in uteri of Stat3 conditional knockout mice. These data suggest a key role of STAT3 in the initial step of the uterine regeneration process. The DUM transplantation model is a powerful tool for uterine regeneration research.

Introduction

The human uterus exhibits cyclic endometrial renewal every menstrual cycle to prepare for pregnancy. The mouse uterus also shows rapid reconstruction after parturition to prepare for next pregnancy. These findings underscore the high potential of uterine regeneration supporting successful pregnancy in humans and mice. However, the mechanisms of uterine regeneration are poorly understood. Elucidation of uterine regeneration will benefit efforts to establish a novel therapeutic approach for serious obstetric complications, such as infertility, recurrent pregnancy loss, and uterine rupture. An overly thin endometrium is one of the reasons for implantation failure and recurrent pregnancy loss, which sometimes results from intrauterine adhesions after surgical procedures, such as dilation and curettage of the uterine cavity (1). Uterine rupture, a life-threatening condition for both mother and baby, is often caused by the disruption of uterine surgical scarring derived from cesarean section or myomectomy with uterine distension caused by fetal growth. This disease may be associated with poor wound healing of the myometrium after uterine surgery (2). To date, these serious issues in pregnancy have no effective resolutions, although medical research for uterine reconstruction and regeneration may offer solutions. Thus, establishment of a novel approach to understand uterine regeneration is an urgent task in today’s obstetrical basic research.

We recently reported a novel technique of uterine decellularization in a rat model (3). Notably, the rat uterus was partially reconstructed after the transplantation of uterine scaffold decellularized by the
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Treatment of SDS or high hydrostatic pressure. By developing this technology in the current study, we established a mouse model of uterine reconstruction and regeneration by decellularized matrix transplantation (DMT), in which decellularized uterine tissues from recipient mice are transplanted into artificially induced defects of recipient mouse uteri.

STAT3 is a transcription factor crucially involved both in epithelial proliferation during regeneration of many different tissues and in maintenance of pregnancy, especially during embryo implantation (4–6). In the current study, we elucidated the role of STAT3 in uterine epithelial regeneration in the DMT mouse model utilizing Stat3 conditional knockout mice. Here, we report that uterine epithelial reconstruction controlled by STAT3 contributes to uterine regeneration.

Results

Uterine reconstruction in a mouse DMT model. To develop a new strategy of uterine reconstruction, we established a mouse model using the DMT procedure, in which SDS-treated decellularized uterine matrices (DUMs) were transplanted into the artificially induced rectangular defects in recipient mouse uteri (Figure 1A). As macroscopic and microscopic findings, SDS-treated DUMs did not have any intact cells or nuclei but maintained the matrix structure of a normal uterus, including the luminal surface, stroma, myometrium, and blood vessels (Figure 1, B and C). These findings indicate the suitability of the DUM as an extracellular matrix (ECM) scaffold for uterine regeneration. As shown in Figure 1D, immediately after DMT (day 0), the trimmed DUM was exactly fitted into the rectangular defective region in a recipient mouse uterus and fixed to the recipient uterus with intermittent sutures. UT, a recipient uterus surrounding DUM; yellow arrow, a 10-0 nylon suture thread; dotted line, a boundary between DUM and UT. Scale bar: 2 mm.

In the immunohistochemical analysis, normal immunoreactivity for an epithelial marker (cytokeratin 8 [CK8]), a myometrial marker (α-smooth muscle actin [αSMA]), and ovarian hormone receptors (estrogen receptor α [ERα] and progesterone receptor [PR]) was observed in the reconstructed uterus (Figure 2C). Since Rosa26 Cre-reporter knockin (R26GRR) mice exhibit green emission before and red emission after Cre-mediated recombination (7), and since Amhr2-Cre mice have specific expression of Cre recombinase in the stroma and myometrium (8), we generated R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre mice, which have stroma/myo-
trium-specific red fluorescence of tdsRed in the uterus, to identify cell lineage of DMT. We transplanted the DUMs from WT donor mice into R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre recipient mice. In the R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre uterus, mesenchymal cells, including stromal and myometrial cells with Amhr2 expression, produce Cre recombinase that induces tdsRed red fluorescence. Epithelial cells without Amhr2 expression manifested EGFP fluorescence, which was demonstrated in the nonsurgical horns of R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre recipient uteri on day 28. The newly formed epithelium had green fluorescence, and the stroma and myometrium had red fluorescence in the transplanted DUM, indicating that the newly formed epithelium in the DUM is the progeny of the original recipient epithelium and the regenerated stroma and myometrium possess normal uterine mesenchymal property. Each image is a representative from at least 3 independent experiments. Scale bar: 200 μm.

Figure 2. Mouse uterine reconstruction by DMT. (A) A macroscopic image of the transplantation site of decellularized uterine matrix (DUM) on day 28. The reconstructed uterine tissue with newly formed vessels was observed within the DUM. UT, a recipient uterus surrounding DUM; yellow arrow, a 10-0 nylon suture thread; dotted line, a boundary between DUM and UT. Scale bar: 2 mm. (B) H&E staining of the transplantation site of DUM on day 28. All the uterine layers, including the luminal epithelium, the glandular epithelium, the stroma, and the myometrium, were regenerated in DUM. l, luminal epithelium; g, glandular epithelium; s, stroma; m, myometrium. Scale bar: 200 μm. (C) Immunostaining of cytokeratin 8 (CK8), α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA), estrogen receptor α (ERα), and progesterone receptor (PR) in the transplanted DUM and the nonsurgical horn on day 28. Immunoreactivity for these proteins was similarly observed both in the transplanted DUM and the nonsurgical horn. Scale bar: 200 μm. (D) Fluorescence assay of R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre recipient uteri on day 28. The newly formed epithelium had green fluorescence, and the stroma and myometrium had red fluorescence in the transplanted DUM, indicating that the newly formed epithelium in the DUM is the progeny of the original recipient epithelium and the regenerated stroma and myometrium possess normal uterine mesenchymal property.
receptivity in embryo implantation (9). We crossed WT recipient mice 1 month after DMT with fertile WT males and collected the uteri on day 4 of pregnancy. Immunostaining of Ki67, a cell proliferation marker, revealed that the regenerated uterus at the site of transplanted DUM had normal proliferation-differentiation switching, which was comparable to the nonsurgical horn (Figure 3A). To assess pregnancy outcome in WT recipient mice, we performed cesarean sections on day 19 of pregnancy. Among 5 recipient mice with vaginal plugs, 4 mice became pregnant. Three of four pregnant mice had implantation sites at the sites of transplanted DUMs (Figure 3B), and one of them had two implantation sites at the DUM site. Macroscopic analysis of implantation sites at the DUM sites showed normal appearance; uteri with DUM sites looked like pregnant day 19 uteri without increase of resorption (Figure 3B). Numbers of implanta-
tion sites in the recipient mice were comparable between the surgical and nonsurgical horns (Figure 3C). The size, general appearance, and weight of pups that developed at the transplanted DUM sites were similar to those of pups that developed at the nonsurgical site or the surgical horns (Figure 3, D and E). Taken together, our findings strongly support DMT as a method to enable uterine regeneration and recover uterine function.

Uterine luminal epithelium possesses remarkable regeneration capacity. To clarify the mechanism of uterine regeneration, we next histologically examined the processes of uterine reconstruction at the surgical site. H&E staining showed that flat cells rapidly migrated onto the surface of DUM and sealed the entire surface as early as day 1 (Figure 4A). On day 3, the flat cells became taller and increased in number (Figure 4A). A normal-appearing luminal epithelium was fully reconstructed by day 7 (Figure 4A). Distinct immunoreactivity of CK8, ERα, and PR in the regenerating luminal epithelium on day 1 demonstrated that regenerating flat cells possess uterine epithelial competency, even in the earlier regenerative phase (Figure 4B). To confirm the epithelial lineage origin of the flat cells in the early regenerating phase, we combined another cell lineage tracing assay with the present DMT model, in which WT DUM was transplanted into R26GRR/Ltf-iCre recipient mice. Ltf is an estrogen-inducible gene specific to the uterine epithelium. In the R26GRR/Ltf-iCre uterus, epithelial cells expressing Ltf produce Cre recombinase, which induces tdsRed red fluorescence, and stromal cells lacking Ltf expression showed EGFP green fluorescence. Fluorescence assay showed red fluorescence in the regenerating diestrus luminal epithelium on day 3, proving that these migrating flat cells on DUMs are progenies of the recipient epithelial cells forming the nascent luminal epithelium later (Figure 4C). These results were comparable to the observations in R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre mice. As for regeneration of the glandular epithelium, H&E staining of serial sections on day 3 revealed that initial superficial flat cells formed a gland-like structure in the transplanted DUMs, indicating migration and invagination of luminal epithelial cells (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.87591DS1). On day 7, the normal-appearing mature glandular epithelium with taller cells was increased (Supplemental Figure 1B and Supplemental Figure 2). In contrast, stromal regeneration was not observed by day 3, but it was present on day 7 (Figure 4A and Supplemental Figure 2), suggesting that stromal regeneration capacity is relatively lower than that of the luminal and glandular epithelium. These findings indicate that regeneration of the luminal epithelium is followed by the glandular epithelium and then the stroma.
Ovarian hormones are not essential for uterine reconstruction. Two ovarian hormones, estrogen and progesterone, regulate cyclic changes in the uterus to prepare for embryo implantation (10–13). In humans, estrogen secreted from ovarian follicles enhances the growth of the endometrium and progesterone secreted from the corpus lutea leads to predecidual changes, while the withdrawal of ovarian hormones induces shedding of the endometrium, namely, menstruation. The influence of ovarian hormones on the mouse uterus is similar to that in humans in many aspects (12). To assess effects of ovarian hormones on uterine reconstruction, we next employed the ovariectomized mouse DMT model. In this model, the recipient mice were ovariectomized 2 weeks before DMT induction, and the DUMs from ovariectomized donor mice were transplanted. Histological analysis revealed that the process of uterine reconstruction was comparable between the mouse models with and without ovariectomy (Figure 4A and Figure 5A), and the regenerated tissue structure in the transplanted DUM was also similar between the two models on day 28 (Figure 2B and Figure 5A). Immunoreactivity for CK8 and αSMA in the ovariectomized mouse DMT model. Normal immunoreactivity for CK8 and αSMA were observed in the transplanted DUM on day 28. UT, a recipient uterus surrounding DUM; l, luminal epithelium; g, glandular epithelium; s, stroma; m, myometrium; yellow arrowheads, cells constituting regenerating epithelium on DUM; dotted line, a boundary between DUM and UT. Each image is a representative from at least 3 independent experiments. Scale bar: 200 μm.

Figure 5. Uterine reconstruction process is unchanged in the absence of ovarian hormones. (A) An early phase of uterine reconstruction process in the transplanted decellularized uterine matrices (DUMs) of ovariectomized recipient uteri was assessed by H&E staining. The process of uterine reconstruction and regenerated tissue structure in the ovariectomized mouse DMT model was comparable to that in a mouse DMT model without ovariectomy. Yellow arrowheads, cells constituting regenerating epithelium on DUM. (B) Immunostaining of cytokeratin 8 (CK8) and α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA) in the ovariectomized mouse DMT model. Normal immunoreactivity for CK8 and αSMA were observed in the transplanted DUM on day 28. UT, a recipient uterus surrounding DUM; l, luminal epithelium; g, glandular epithelium; s, stroma; m, myometrium; yellow arrowheads, cells constituting regenerating epithelium on DUM; dotted line, a boundary between DUM and UT. Each image is a representative from at least 3 independent experiments. Scale bar: 200 μm.

Ovarian hormones are not essential for uterine reconstruction. Two ovarian hormones, estrogen and progesterone, regulate cyclic changes in the uterus to prepare for embryo implantation (10–13). In humans, estrogen secreted from ovarian follicles enhances the growth of the endometrium and progesterone secreted from the corpus lutea leads to predecidual changes, while the withdrawal of ovarian hormones induces shedding of the endometrium, namely, menstruation. The influence of ovarian hormones on the mouse uterus is similar to that in humans in many aspects (12). To assess effects of ovarian hormones on uterine reconstruction, we next employed the ovariectomized mouse DMT model. In this model, the recipient mice were ovariectomized 2 weeks before DMT induction, and the DUMs from ovariectomized donor mice were transplanted. Histological analysis revealed that the process of uterine reconstruction was comparable between the mouse models with and without ovariectomy (Figure 4A and Figure 5A), and the regenerated tissue structure in the transplanted DUM was also similar between the two models on day 28 (Figure 2B and Figure 5A). Immunoreactivity for CK8 and αSMA in the transplanted DUM looked similar to that in the nonsurgical horn on day 28 in the ovariectomy model, which was also a comparable finding to the nonovariectomy model (Figure 5B). These findings indicate that ovarian hormones are dispensable for uterine reconstruction in the mouse model of DMT.

Uterine epithelial regeneration is promptly initiated without estrogen. We next focused on uterine epithelial regeneration, especially its induction mechanism, which primarily triggers uterine reconstruction. We examined the very early stage of uterine regeneration in the ovariectomized mouse DMT model by 24 hours after DMT (DMT-24h = day 1). Ki67 immunostaining revealed that epithelial proliferation surrounding the DUM increased by DMT-12h and was more prominent at DMT-24h (Figure 6A), suggesting that proliferating epithelial cells may cover the surface of the DUM rapidly. These results also indicate that uterine epithelial regeneration does not require estrogen, which is the well-known inducer of uterine epithelial proliferation in vivo (14, 15). To evaluate the impact of estrogen on the uterine regeneration mechanism, we employed subcutaneous injections with 100 ng of 17β-estradiol (E2) or the vehicle 6 hours before DMT in the ovariectomy model. In the vehicle group, few cells were observed on the DUM at DMT-6h. The flat epithelial cells started to migrate onto the DUM at DMT-12h and afterwards increased in number. The DUM was completely covered by new epithelium at DMT-72h (day 3) (Figure 6B). E2 treatment neither promoted the epithelial regeneration process nor increased even the cellularity of a newly formed epithelium by DMT-72h (Figure 6B). These findings indicate that a yet
unidentified biological mechanism controls uterine epithelial regeneration, even without estrogen, and its impact overwhelms estrogen influence.

**STAT3 is a key player for uterine epithelial regeneration.** To further investigate the uterine epithelial regeneration, we targeted a specific molecule involved in cell proliferation. It was reported that STAT3 is responsible for epithelial proliferation during tissue regeneration and maintenance in other organs (16–26). As for its function in the uterus, there has been limited information, except the evidence that uterine conditional deletion of Stat3 leads to implantation failure (4, 5). Therefore, we examined the role of STAT3 in uterine epithelial regeneration, using an ovariectomized DMT mouse model. Nuclear accumulation of phosphorylated STAT3 (pSTAT3) was specifically observed only nearby the surgical site, especially in the epithelial cells surrounding DUM. It was initiated as early as at DMT-6h and became more prominent at DMT-24h (Figure 7A). To assess the function of STAT3 in epithelial regeneration, we next used mice with uterine deletion of Stat3 (∆Stat3). We first confirmed the efficient inhibition of pSTAT3 accumulation into nuclei at the surgical sites in ∆Stat3 mice (Figure 7B). Subsequently, we found that the regenerating epithelium on DUMs at DMT-24h had fewer cells in ∆Stat3 mice than that in WT mice (Figure 7, B and C). We also found significantly retarded proliferative activity in the epithelial cells surrounding the DUM in ∆Stat3 mice compared with WT mice (Figure 7, B and D), as evident from the reduced number of cells in the regener-
STAT3 is activated during uterine reconstruction process in a physiological setting. To evaluate whether STAT3 contributes to uterine epithelial regeneration in physiological context, we examined pSTAT3 expression not only in the postpartum mouse uterus, but also in the human uterus in the menstrual and early proliferative phases when the cyclic process of endometrial reconstruction occurs (27–30). We found abundant nuclear accumulation of pSTAT3 in the mouse uterine glandular and luminal epithelium after delivery (Figure 8A), although few epithelial cells had immunoreactivity of pSTAT3 in the nonpregnant mouse uterus in the diestrus phase. The human uterus also exhibited abundant nuclear accumulation of pSTAT3, although few epithelial cells showed pSTAT3 immunoreactivity during the late secretory phase (Figure 8B). These observations suggest that acute transient inflammation occurring during parturition and menstruation induces uterine STAT3 phosphorylation, which promotes uterine reconstruction. In addition, pSTAT3 had low intensity in the stroma and the myometrium in the uterine reconstruction stage of both mice and humans (Figure 8), indicating similar mechanisms of uterine reconstruction in both species.

Discussion

In the present study, we have established an experimental procedure, the mouse model of DMT, in which transplantation of SDS-treated DUMs into the artificially induced defects of recipient uteri enables reconstruction of functional uteri. This mouse model has revealed that uterine epithelial regeneration rapidly occurs after DMT, which is impaired by STAT3 deficiency. These findings indicate that the DMT mouse model is a useful tool to understand uterine regeneration.
Decellularization techniques have been used for tissue reengineering research in various organs, such as heart, lung, liver, ovary, and so on (31–35). The advantage of our decellularized technique is the preservation of the physiological ECM structure, composition, and stiffness specific to each organ, which is considered an essential factor for tissue-specific cell differentiation (36–42). Many studies using this decellularization technique also utilized the recellularization technique, in which cells are seeded into decellularized tissues by injection or perfusion of cell suspension and cultured for several weeks in vitro; through this combination method, organs partially regain their original functions (31–35). By contrast, our model transplants decellularized uteri into living mice, thereby enabling analysis of the in vivo regeneration process. Since regeneration prominently occurs at the site of the transplanted DUM, we believe that this model can reveal the upregulated molecular signaling associated with uterine regeneration. By comparison with the nonsurgical uterine horn in which regeneration occurs poorly, essential molecular pathways responsible for uterine reconstruction can be extracted. In addition, the DMT model visualizes two distinct parts in the surgical site: the cell-supplying compartment surrounding the DUM and the regenerating compartment in the DUM. Moreover, we can apply the genetically modified mice to the DMT model. These aspects of the DMT model enable us to evaluate the uterine regeneration process precisely, as shown in the present study in which genetically modified mice were used to reveal a significant role of STAT3. To date, the role of STAT3 has only been elucidated in the context of pregnancy, especially in embryo implantation. It has been reported that STAT3 mediates signaling from leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) during implantation and plays a crucial role for implantation, because both Lif-deficient mice and ΔStat3 mice show implantation failure (4, 5, 43). Implantation failure occurs in ΔStat3 mice because of aberrantly enhanced estrogenic influence on the preimplantation uterus (4), but the specific mechanism that causes poor uterine conditions remains unknown. Here we have discovered the role of STAT3 in the context of uterine epithelial regeneration. It is possible that disruption of uterine regeneration due to lack of Stat3 may be associated with implantation failure.

Rapid promotion of epithelial cell proliferation upon tissue damage is observed in many organs. Recent evidence suggested that acute inflammation can be a candidate for induction of epithelial proliferation and regeneration. For example, intestinal epithelial cells rapidly start proliferation upon injury and, subsequently, Lgr5+ intestinal stem/progenitor cells are activated (44). Ovarian surface epithelial (OSE) cells initiate proliferation upon the disruption of the ovarian surface after ovulation, which is considered an inflammatory-like physiological process, when the number of proliferating OSE stem/progenitor cells increases (45). The JAK/STAT pathway is a major pathway that mediates cytokine signaling and controls cell survival, death, differentiation, and proliferation (46). In the JAK/STAT pathway, STAT3 is one of the

![Figure 8. Expression of pSTAT3 in the physiological uterine regeneration process.](https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.87591)
Inflammation in stromal regeneration. Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and the paracrine mechanism behind the epithelial regeneration might reflect the involvement of factors other than acute inflammation. In addition, stromal regeneration was not observed on day 3, but rather on day 7. The delay of stromal regeneration might suggest that the stromal regeneration mechanism is different from the epithelial cells; proliferating stromal cells were observed on day 7, which mainly occurs during the later periods of uterine reconstruction after day 7. It is speculated that the endometrium, regardless of species and presence of menstruation, has a high regenerative capacity. Our observation that similar localization of endometrial pSTAT3 occurred in both mice after parturition and humans after menstruation suggests that there are common mechanisms of uterine regeneration in mice and humans. Since neutrophils have key roles in endometrial repair of mice and humans (52–54), it is possible that neutrophil-derived cytokines may activate STAT3 and further induce epithelial regeneration in the early regeneration stage.

About 50% of proliferating epithelial cells around the DUMs in AStat3 mice may indicate not only the importance of STAT3 on uterine epithelial regeneration, but also the presence of other pathways responsible for uterine epithelial regeneration. Indeed, a recent study identified gp130/Src/YAP signaling as a responsible pathway that links inflammation upon damage to intestinal epithelial regeneration independently of STAT3 (16). Further molecular analyses using the DMT model will provide new insights into the molecular mechanism of uterine epithelial regeneration.

What is the driving force of epithelial cell regeneration in a disrupted surface in the uterus? We hypothesized that epithelial cells rapidly lose polarity and initiate migration onto the disrupted surface and proliferation to supply cells upon injury, which is called “epithelial restitution” (16, 55). Since “epithelial restitution” is a highly conserved mechanism in various organs such as small intestine and colon against tissue damage, it may be involved in the machinery of uterine luminal epithelial regeneration in our mouse model. These hypotheses may also account for the pathogenesis of adenomyosis, in which endometrium-like tissues are ectopically generated in the myometrial layer. Epidemiological evidence has revealed the relationship between this disease and uterine traumatic procedures, such as cesarean section and intrauterine curettage. More precisely, uterine epithelial cells may rapidly invade the damaged site in the myometrial layer due to surgical injury and then ectopically form ectopic endometrium-like lesions. Further investigations are needed to elucidate these hypotheses in terms of the pathogenesis of adenomyosis.

The mechanisms of glandular regeneration may be complicated, and it is suggested that one of the possible mechanisms is “epithelial invagination.” “Epithelial invagination” is a reported phenomenon in the intestinal healing process subsequent to “epithelial restitution,” in which epithelial cells in the apical side migrate downward to the basal side and form crypt architecture (56). The results from H&E staining of sequential sections suggested that the cells derived from the recipient luminal epithelium form the glandular epithelium by their migration and invagination in the early regeneration phase of DUM, although it is difficult to assess whether invagination of epithelial cells occurs along the lines of extracellular matrices of previous glands. It is certain that regenerated glands obtain normal function because of normal pregnancy outcomes at the sites of transplanted DUMs. Recent reports state that differentiated cells behave like stem cells and actively contribute to tissue repair upon injury, called dedifferentiation (57–59). From this point of view, differentiated luminal epithelial cells may expansively commit to tissue repair, including gland formation upon surgical damage. Therefore, “epithelial invagination” may occur in the mouse uterus and form a uterine glandular epithelium subsequent to luminal “epithelial restitution” in our mouse model.

The present study does not explain the induction mechanism of stromal and myometrial regeneration, which mainly occurs during the later periods of uterine reconstruction after day 7. It is speculated that the stromal regeneration mechanism is different from the epithelial cells; proliferating stromal cells were scarcely detected in the cell-supply compartment at the surgical site compared with epithelial cells on day 1. In addition, stromal regeneration was not observed on day 3, but rather on day 7. The delay of stromal regeneration behind the epithelial regeneration might reflect the involvement of factors other than acute inflammation in stromal regeneration. Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and the paracrine mecha-
anism from newly formed epithelium to neighboring stromal cells are the speculated inducers in stromal regeneration. EMT is a phenomenon observed in the processes of cancer progression and tissue repair (60, 61), and the paracrine mechanism, typified by Wnt signaling and Hedgehog signaling, is a key for tissue polarity determination during organogenesis (62–65). Additional assessments utilizing DMT model might provide answers for these hypotheses.

The inessentiality of ovarian hormones for uterine reconstruction in the mouse models is consistent with several physiological phenomena in humans. For example, the human uterus initiates regeneration during menstruation when the circulating estrogen level is relatively low (27–30). In addition, the human puerperal uterus can recover even after cesarean section during lactation when ovarian hormone levels are relatively low due to anovulation. The uterus may be protected by the fundamental homeostatic machinery apart from ovarian hormones, and ovarian hormones may provide appropriate uterine function beneath such nonhormonal homeostatic protection.

Clinical application of DMT could significantly alleviate patients suffering from impairment of the endometrium and myometrium through uterine regeneration. For example, uterine fibroid and adenomyosis sometimes induce myometrial and endometrial dysfunctions, with some symptoms like menorrhagia, dysmenorrhea, and infertility. Uterine surgery, such as myomectomy, adenomyomectomy, and cesarean section, increases the risk for uterine rupture in postsurgical pregnancy, perhaps due to myometrial dysfunction with poor wound healing at the surgical site. Intrauterine curettage sometimes causes intrauterine adhesion and failure of endometrial formation, which is one of the primary causes of implantation failure. To date, there are few effective therapies and preventives for these uterine dysfunctions. For such cases, transplantation of decellularized portions of human uteri obtained from other persons during surgery may help to recover uterine functions and support successful pregnancy. Importantly, DUMs from other persons will probably contribute to tissue regeneration with no immune rejection, because we can totally remove intact cells from DUMs using SDS or high hydrostatic pressure, as demonstrated by our results. Although the present DMT technology has not enabled whole uterus regeneration but has enabled partial uterine tissues to regenerate and there are limitations of this study for the translation to human uterine biology due to the relatively small graft, we believe that this technique can be a cue to the future establishment of the methods for reconstruction of whole uterus. In another aspect, the mouse DMT model can be used to unveil the molecular and cellular basis of endometrial construction. Therefore, we may apply this model to clarify the physiology of endometrial construction and the pathogenesis of the diseases in which ectopic construction of endometrium-like tissues takes place, namely endometriosis and adenomyosis, as described above. Taken together, our approach for uterine regeneration and reconstruction may produce an innovative breakthrough for future regeneration research in reproductive medicine.

Methods

Mice. WT ICR mice (Japan SLC), R26GRR mice (7), Lsf-iCre mice (66), Amhr2-Cre mice (8), Pgr-Cre mice (67), and Stat3-floxed mice (68) (Oriental Bio Service) were used in this study. R26GRR mice exhibit green emission before and red emission after Cre-mediated recombination. Lsf, Amhr2, and Pgr are expressed in the luminal epithelium, the stroma/myometrium, and all the layers of uterus, respectively. Therefore, Lsf-iCre, Amhr2-Cre, and Pgr-Cre mice have the specific expression of Cre recombinase in the luminal epithelium, the stroma/myometrium, and whole uterus, respectively. For cell lineage tracing of DMT, we generated R26GRR/Lsf-iCre and R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre mice, which have epithelium-specific and stroma/myometrium-specific red fluorescence in the uterus. AStat3 mice were generated by crossing Stat3-floxed mice and Pgr-Cre mice. For the pregnancy experiments, recipient female mice after DMT were mated with fertile WT males, and day 1 of pregnancy was defined as the day when we recognized vaginal plug.

Preparation of DUM. Adult donor female mice (8–16 weeks old) with normal estrus cycles were sacrificed painlessly under the overdose of isoflurane. Uterine horns were excised and dissected into 5 × 2 mm rectangular fragments with all the layers, including myometrium, stroma, and luminal epithelium, and briefly washed with PBS after the removal of connective and fat tissues. For the pregnancy experiments, DUMs were prepared as 10 × 2 mm rectangular fragments. In the ovariectomized mouse DMT model, uterine samples were harvested from the ovariectomized mice that underwent ovariectomy 2 weeks before sacrifice and cut into 3 × 1 mm rectangular fragments.

For decellularization of mouse uteri, the collected uterine fragments were treated by SDS (Wako), as we described previously (3). Briefly, the tissue fragments from donor mice were immersed in 1% of SDS with PBS and
solution at room temperature. After SDS treatment, samples were washed with washing buffer containing 0.9% NaCl (WAKO), 0.05 M MgCl₂/6 H₂O (WAKO), 0.2 mg/ml DNase I (Roche Diagnostics), and 1% Gibco penicillin-streptomycin solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 week at 4°C on a shaker set at frequency of 1 Hz with daily buffer exchange.

**DMT.** Adult recipient female mice (8 to 16 weeks old) with normal estrus cycles were anesthetized by isoflurane and laparotomized with median abdominal incision. One of two uterine horns in each recipient mouse was partially resected at the antimesometrial side in 5 × 2 mm rectangular shape, and the defect was complemented by DMT. Transplantation was performed under microscopy, and the transplanted DUMs were fixed to the recipient uteri by intermittent sutures using 10-0 nylon suture thread (Matsuda). An antiadhesive material Seprafilm (KAKEN) was put around the surgical site to prevent postsurgical adhesion. In the ovariectomized mouse DMT model, recipient mice were subjected to ovariectomy 2 weeks before transplantation and pretreated by subcutaneous injection with 100 ng of E₂ in 0.1 ml sesame oil or vehicle 6 hours before transplantation.

Recipient mice were killed specified days after DMT, and both the surgical and the nonsurgical horns were collected from each recipient. DUMs at the surgical sites were distinguished from the original recipient uteri by the presence of suture thread. The nonsurgical horns and the surgical sites with transplanted DUMs were processed for histological analysis.

**Human tissues.** Human uterine tissues were obtained from women who had undergone hysterectomy due to cervical cancer. They had shown regular menstrual cycles without any hormonal treatment at least 3 months before hysterectomy. Endometrial tissues were dated according to the women's menstrual history and standard histological criteria (69).

**Histology and immunohistochemistry.** Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded sections (6 μm) were subjected to H&E staining and immunohistochemistry. Antibodies to CK8 (Troma-I, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa, USA), αSMA (DAKO), ERα (Abcam plc), PR (Abcam), Ki67 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and pSTAT3 (Abcam, ab76315) were used. For cell counting, numbers of cells on 3 randomly selected sections were manually counted by microscopic images at ×40 magnification. For the quantitative analysis of regenerating glands and stromata, 3 randomly selected sections were analyzed using Leica Laser Microdissection LMD software v7.5.1 (Leica Microsystems GmbH).

**Fluorescence assay.** Four percent of paraformaldehyde-fixed frozen sections (12 μm) of R26GRR/Lfis-Cre and R26GRR/Amhr2-Cre uteri were examined by fluorescence assay using a fluorescence microscope (DM5000B, Leica Microsystems GmbH).

**Statistics.** Statistical analyses were performed using 2-tailed Student’s t test. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Study approval.** All mice were housed in The University of Tokyo Animal Care Facility according to the institutional guidelines for the use of laboratory animals. The experimental procedures for mice were approved by the animal experiment committee of The University of Tokyo. The experimental procedures for humans were approved by the institutional review board of The University of Tokyo, and signed informed consent for the use of tissue was obtained from each woman.
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